Research Group Roles

After selecting your group members’ roles, record them below:

- **Manager**—keeps group members on task; communicates with teacher; provides leadership
- **Reporter**—keeper of all records; manages paper; tracks “who’s doing what”
- **Techie**—manages the group’s technology needs (e.g., computers, digital cameras, scanners, and other technology); knows how to use the technology or is willing and able to learn new technology as needed for this project.
- **Archivists (2)**—organizes found stories, photos, and artifacts
- **Researchers**—all group members participate in the research process, actively researching their topic throughout the time spent on the project.

**NOTE:** In addition to the assigned roles, ALL group members are researchers, actively researching their topic during this entire project and should collaborate and help with other roles as needed.

Group Roles:

Manager _______________________________________

Reporter  _______________________________________  

Techie ________________________________________

Archivist 1 _______________________________________

Archivist 2 _______________________________________

Additional Researchers:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________